SARINA STATE HIGH SCHOOL

SCHOOL WIDE LESSON EXPECTATIONS

Stage of the Lesson
Arrive to class on time and prepared to learn

I Do Phase
Be respectful to the learning environment and allow the teacher to complete their job

We Do & You Do Phase
Engage in the content. Apply the learning that has taken place. Allow others to complete their work

Ploughing Back
Review your work for the lesson. You should have met the success criteria for the lesson

Homework
Completion of homework is essential to confirm and reinforce the learning

If you meet the expectation
Increased time learning
Increased time learning
Respect formed within class
Increased time applying content
Contribute to effective learning environment
Demonstrate learning
Feeling of achievement
Reinforce and consolidate learning
Finding classwork easier

If you don't meet the expectation
Time will be made up after class
If you are affecting others ability to teach and learn you will be removed from the classroom environment as per Sarina SHS Behaviour Management Policy
Complete the work required to meet the Success Criteria in your own time
Complete during a time decided by your teacher

Follow up
Taking ownership of individual behaviour and identifying who it has affected
Classroom re-entry interview with teacher
Set timeframe given to complete tasks

Imagine, Believe, Together Achieve